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“Black currant, cherry and 
plum flavors abound in this 

red, accented by licorice, tar, 
menthol, iron and tobacco notes. 
Pure, detailed and harmonious, 
with spice and mineral elements 
lingering on the long aftertaste.” 

– Bruce Sanderson, June 2021

ABOUT THE WINERY 
A historical producer in Montalcino that dates back to the 1960’s, Val di Suga is a pioneer

in the production of terroir-driven Brunello and the only producer making three single 
vineyards in three different estates. Because of the different microclimates, soils and 

winemaking styles, the wines show different expressions of Sangiovese.

ABOUT THE WINE
Sourced from Val di Suga’s “Poggio al Granchio” 18-hectare vineyard on the South-East slope of 
Montalcino, rich in clay and marl soil (galestro) which delivers wine with minerality and silky 
tannins. Intense ruby red, the nose is deep and of great complexity, the initial notes of blueberry 
alternate with notes of cinchona and graphite, which leave room for intense notes of blood. 
The mouth is overcome by dense, elegant and juicy tannins that make it rocky but incredibly 
balanced. The flint return defines and allows us to recognize the exact minerality of the slope 

from which it was conceived. A Brunello that will be talked about for many years to come…!

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Val di Suga is the only producer in Montalcino that makes three different expressions of 

Brunello from three different single-vineyards

• The estates are located in the North-East (Vigna del Lago), South-West (Vigna Spuntali) 
and South-East (Poggio al Granchio)

• Because of the different micro-climate and soil in each site, Val di Suga uses a different 
approach in terms of viticulture, winemaking and analytical research

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Varietal Composition: 100% Sangiovese

Aging: 24 months in Slavonian oak followed by 6 months in concrete tanks  
and then 18 months in bottle    |    Alcohol: 14.5%    |    TA: 5.35 g/L

BRU NE L LO DI MONTA LCI NO  
POG GIO A L GR A NCHIO 2016
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